
To be the full expressions of and give form to my highest Self, my deepest values, 
and my authentic self!

What could be possible if I am embodying my SELF?
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MY ROAD MAP
Pre-work: Do this work before DAY 1

Radiance

Radiance & Essence:

EMBODY -



“The full ownership of all that I am in the highest light of Divinity, face, body & soul”.

What parts of me have I rejected? How could my life change if I can hold those parts 

equal to what I love about myself?

BEAUTY -

“The full integration of all the parts I AM held in LOVE and expressed as LOVE.”

What part of me is seeking to be reclaimed as SACRED?

POWER -
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THE HEROINE'S  JOURNEY 
Insights:

“When my nervous system is overwhelmed I lose access to my intuition and wisdom.”

“Feeling NUMB is a protection mechanism in response to past trauma, I can learn how to feel safe 
and be present in my body.”

Radiance Begins 
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DAY 1 - EMBODY

What events/interactions in my life send me into �ght, �ight, or freeze mode?



What would harmony feel like in these spaces?

For creating calm:

For waking from numbness: 

Tools to support my nervous system:
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My Sacred Triad

Hair color
Black: Cool, Mysterious, calm, intense
Browns:

• Dark: grounded, warm, strong
• Medium warm brown: grounded, wam, strong, �ery
• Medium cool brown: playful,
• Blonde: light - warm playful
• Bleach blonde: airy

White: light, cool
Gray: light & grounding

DAY 2 - BEAUTY

Ways I see my hair color relate to my inner beauty (true authentic personality):
Example: (I can see how my warm brown hair re�ects the warmth of my personality)

My Hair color communicates:
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My Skin tone communicates: My Eyes communicate:



DAY 3 - BEAUTY

My 3 Neutrals Are:

DAY 4 - POWER

I get to create a sense of safety for 
myself to stay in my body, through 
working with a column of color!

Were there choices that were taken from me? If so, what happened?
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Have I given my choice away? If yes, in which relationships?
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What could be possible if I had an empowered yes and an empowered no 

in every single area of my life?



DAY 5 - POWER

What are the top 3 choices that have shaped the course of my life? What did each choice lead to?
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Is my trust in myself compromised? If yes, why? What did I allow? What did I ignore? 



DAY 6 - EMBODY

How do I hide my true self from the world?

What am I most afraid of people seeing? {this is just for you, be honest}

• Begin with the VOOM to Calm

• Practice with the activating breath

• Breathe into the the sensation

• Let out a sound - originating from the sensation

• Follow with movement (if the sensation nd the sound had a movement)

• Be witnessed

The 4 pillars of stepping into the healing temple.
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Trauma is not what happens to us, but what 
we hold inside of us in the absence of an 

empathetic witness.
DR. PETER LEVINE



Safety
What could be possible if I felt 100% safe to be in my body and be seen for my true self?

DAY 7 - POWER

If I knew I was TRULY worthy, I would create what in the next 12 months?

More space on next page

Vision
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DAY 8 - BEAUTY

Seeing MY Divine Beauty 
My contrast is:

My texture is:



Recieve Healing

NIGHTT IME PRAYER 
(place your hands on your heart)

I acknowledge myself to be connected to all of life 

and from this place I ask for Divine healing and support as I rest. 

If there is anything in my �eld that can be lifted while I sleep, 

I ask it be done under God’s grace with grace.

 So be it.

Amen

Aho

Ashe

We are working daily to rewire the conditioned mind, so it’s good 
to take a few moments each day to recite this prayer in any way 

that feels authentic to you as you lay to rest.
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